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order to be taken about enclosures on the western part of the
shire where this stir began, that the poor may be able to
live " \ In other parts of the country the high price of corn
was responsible for ' riotous and tumultuous ' assemblies 2;
and the root cause was traced by ' the common people and
many others * to enclosures 3. This opinion was shared by
the Government itself : "If the prices grow upon scarcity or
want, then the chief reason may be that more ground is
employed perhaps to pasture than hath been of late. So as
the enclosures and converting of tillage into pasture (which
is generally reported to be of late increased) would be put
into tillage again, whereby there may be more plenty " 4.
The Tudor monarchy was sensitive to every breath of Fresh
popular discontent, and its apprehension of social unrest was ™^
reinforced in the Border counties by considerations of national conversion
security. Nowhere, wrote the Dean of Durham to Burghley, *
was the decay of tillage so dangerous as in the North. The
inhabitants' arms were wont to be the strength of its walls,
but now there were ' open gaps '. Want and waste had crept
into Northumberland, Westmorland and Cumberland, and
sometimes for twenty miles around there was no inhabitant.
In the bishopric of Durham five hundred ploughs had ' de-
cayed J in a few years, and corn had to be brought from
Newcastle. Of eight thousand acres lately in tillage not
eight-score now were tilled : whole villages had been depopu-
lated and their inhabitants turned adrift: while the towns
were ' pestered ' with four or five families under one roof5.
To arrest this movement two measures were placed on the
statute-book in 1598. The first asserted that " of late
years more than in times past there have sundry towns,
parishes and houses of husbandry been destroyed and be-
come desolate, by means whereof a great number of poor
people are become wanderers, idle and loose"; and it
1	State Papers Domestic. 1595-1597, p. 316.
2	Ibid. 401 (Norfolk, 1597).
» Hist. MSS. Comm. Various, iii. 89.
4 Ibid. Salisbury, vii. 498.
* State Papers Domestic, 1595-1597> PP- 347-34$* 420, 542 ; Hist. MSS.
Comm. Salisbury, vii. 453 (1597). Contrast Johnson, The Disappearance
of the Small Landowner, 45 : "In Durham the enclosures began after the
opening of the seventeenth century ".
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